Surgical treatment of hemifacial spasm with zone-4 offending vessel.
Increasing evidence shows that vascular compression on any of the four zones of facial nerve may cause hemifacial spasms. Vascular compression on zone 4 (the cisternal portion) of the nerve is quite common, but only a very small percentage of such compression will elicit hemifacial spasm, because zone 4 is less susceptible than zone 3 (the root exit zone). Therefore, it seems difficult for the neurosurgeons to distinguish the real culprit vessels in zone 4. Here, our experience in treating vascular compression located in zone 4 of the facial nerve is reported. Twelve patients of HFS due to compression of zone 4 were treated with microvascular decompression (MVD) surgery with the aid of combined monitoring of abnormal muscle response (AMR) and Z-L response (ZLR). All of the 12 patients had a zone 4 compression. In addition, there were vascular compressions on zone 3 (the root exit zone) and/or zone 2 (the attached segment) in six cases. AMR was absent in two cases, unstable in one case, and persisted after vascular decompression in another one case. ZLR was stable before decompression of zone 4 and disappeared after decompression in all cases. After MVD surgery, 11 patients were cured and one patient achieved good resolution of spasm. One patient had postoperative transient tinnitus. The neurosurgeon should not ignore vascular compression at zone 4, especially when compressions at zones 2 and 3 co-exist. With the aid of AMR and ZLR, we are able to judge whether offending vessels exist at zone 4.